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You can also apply the Topaz effects non-destructively to your image by way of this one. Its a very easy way to quickly
achieve the same results in Photoshop. The Topaz plugins also do something very cool, they take the original (which is on a

separate layer) and recompose it to fit the effect you are using so that you dont have to do all that clipping that goes on when
blending layers in Photoshop. Thats something great that Topaz does and it makes you think of those funny paintings that do
a happy face with say the eyes crossing, and the head in the mouth for when your angry. Those things are very creative and
topaz does them very well. It makes you think of the vector illustrator too, where you can make your drawing large and fit it

into an image instead of doing a million clipping masking motions. Its very cool and smart. I dont actually have a huge
collection of cartoon stuff but it gives you an idea. so for example, I have the topaz brush tool. I will go to my psd version of

this image and create a duplicate layer. Then go to the Topaz Plugins and select the topaz brush tool, select the original layer
and then click on the new one. I select the original layer and move it below the new layer. I then start applying the brush tool
in a circular motion and topaz puts the original image on a separate layer again. Also, if you use this on a semi transparent

original image, you can now using the layer mask in photoshop, get rid of the topaz effect applied to the original and continue
to mask the original layer, but this will be automatically masked out with the new layer. Very cool with layer masks.
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